1. Before they open up the gates to let the people in, Do
2. The sun comes up, the rooster crows, it's morning on the farm. And
3. Deep down beneath the ocean waves live creatures large and small; And
4. The rain is falling pit-ter plop; the grass is fresh and green; And

you suppose the animals must dress up in their skins? And
if you listen carefully, there's noise within the barn. The
if you looked for days and days you couldn't see them all! We'll
under trees with bright new leaves baby animals we see. The

if the zebra's zipper stuck and penguin lost his vest, Do
chickens cluck, the horses neigh, the cows join in with moo. It's
meet the crabs and clams and sharks and whales and others too; I
air is full of butterflies; the sun is fresh and new. We've

you suppose the zoo would close till every one was dressed?
just as noisy on the farm as morning at the zoo!
like the ocean animals as well as farm and zoo!
been to ocean, zoo, and farm—and spring will be fun, too!